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02.10.2012 0183 32 2 October 2012 by Cat. I was sexually conservative. I didn t jump into bed with guys, so I didn t need to tell my boyfriends. In addition to J, my husband, I had two boyfriends in college that were serious enough to tell. I had dated the first 
boyfriend for months. It was something that he should know if our relationship was going to go anywhere. 27.06.2021 0183 32 Being a bedwetter myself I certainly wouldn t have any issues with dating a girl with the same condition. Thanks for posting as I m always 

interested in seeing the reaction to this question. I ve found that the response here is in line with most replies elsewhere. 0 0. 13.02.2015 0183 32 Why let it inhibit you from dating On your first date, you re new to each other. Your date wants to know you, not what 
you wear to bed. Relax. Have a good time. Show your personality. See if it s worth a second date. If it s worth a second date, get to know each other better. See if it s worth a third date. Form a bond. 17.12.2010 0183 32 bed wetting diapers and dating . i am 

wondering how guys that wet the bed deal with diapers and dating how do you find some one who accepts that you need diapers at night how do you bring up the subject Your post is being reviewed and will be added to the Depend Community once it s approved. 
04.10.2012 0183 32 Adult Bedwetting Community Group. A place for adults who still have problems wetting the bed to talk about their feelings, to discover solutions, and to 14.01.2016 0183 32 Jan 10, 2016. 1. Like the title says, We ve been dating for a few 

months and I ve known about her incontinence for over a year now since before we were dating She s only a bedwetter incontinent during naps and sleep no daytime leaks. I m open for questions if anyone is interested on how we deal with it etc. 04.10.2015 0183 32 
During the summer, Sara, my best friend and next-door neighbor, slept in my bunk bed every night. By 3 a.m. it was a guarantee my clothes the nights I was wearing any and sheets were soaked, drenched, and I d wake up to, Beaners, you peed. Wake up . Sometimes 
I would, more often I 30.11.2020 0183 32 This is a forum for just general topics about bed wetting or off topic posts made by bed wetters. Here is the place to talk about what s on your mind. If you have a topic you want to talk about that doesn t fit into any other 

forum, this is the forum for it. Any posts that mention AB DL content will be deleted. AB DL s members please use the AB DL forums. 14.05.2018 0183 32 Her wetting is very erratic and unpredictable She can have nightly wetting for an extended period last year she 
had a period where she was wet every single night for over three months other times she stays dry for 2 - 3 weeks. On average, though she is usually wet 2 3 times a week. There are bedwetters in our extended families as well. The only difference is that there are both 

boys and girls. Boys run in ages from 5 to 13 or 14 and there are 6 wetter s. Girls currently range in age from 6 to 12 and there are 4 of them. All are also regular bedwetters who sleep in cloth diapers and plastic pants. Post a Reply to This Message
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